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ABSTRACT

subtitles [1, 8]. Filipe uses Say Something Smart (SSS), an
engine that compares a given user request with the interactions present in the corpus, scoring them according to a set
of configurable weighted criteria, and selects the most voted
answer, according to those criteria. The weights assigned
to each criteria in the work of Magarreiro et al [8] were
empirically chosen; our hypothesis is that superior performance could be attained by learning those weights based on
feedback. Several works have used learning strategies that
incorporate feedback, achieving promising results [6, 10, 9,
11] (see Cuayahuitl & Dethlefs [3] for a review).
Therefore, the key contribution of this paper is a novel
application of an online learning approach tailored for an
open domain conversation agent. We use sequential learning
within SSS to learn the weights from a corpus of dialogues
(simulating user feedback). We compare the performance
of the learnt weights to those reported in the work of Magarreiro et al [8], in an experiment where user feedback is
simulated from corpora.

In this work, we improve the performance of a dialogue engine, Say Something Smart, using online learning. Given
a request by a user, this engine selects an answer from a
corpus of movie subtitles, weighting the quality of each candidate answer according to several criteria and selecting the
one that is chosen by the most representative criteria. We
contribute with an online approach, using sequential learning, that adjusts the weights of the different criteria using
a reference corpus of actual dialogues as input to simulate
user feedback. This approach effectively allowed Say Something Smart to improve its performance at each interaction,
as shown in an experiment performed in a test corpus.
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1.

SAY SOMETHING SMART

Say Something Smart (SSS) is the dialogue engine behind
the agent Filipe [1, 8]. Given a user request, SSS looks up
for a set of answer candidates in a corpus of interactions
and returns the best answer according to a combination of
several configurable criteria. The corpus in use, Subtle, is
composed of pairs of consecutive subtitles extracted from
OpenSubtitles1 , where the first element of the pair is the
trigger, and the second is the answer.
For each request u, a set of up to N candidate interactions
C = {c1 , . . . , cN } is retrieved, where each interaction cn is a
trigger-answer pair, (Tn , An ), and N is a configurable value.
SSS then has each criterion comparing every interaction cn ∈
C to the user input u and scoring them. The total score of
each interaction cn ∈ C is given by:

INTRODUCTION

Conversational agents are becoming ubiquitous in our lives,
either as personal assistants in mobile devices (e.g., Apple’s Siri, Microsoft’s Cortana), or as guides in public places
(e.g., Edgar Smith, at the palace of Monserrate [5], Ada and
Grace, at the Museum of Science in Boston [12]). Most of
these agents are designed to operate within a well-defined
domain. However, users often pose out-of-domain requests
to test the extent to which the agent can keep a conversation.
Several agents handle such requests by fetching answers from
a pre-defined set or by explaining their inability to answer
as a result of certain “human” characteristics of the agent.
Recent research has explored the possibility of addressing
such requests without resorting to hand-crafted responses,
considering that it is impossible to address all potential requests from users. Such systems resort to large collections
of data from which they extract potential answers to those
requests. This is the case of the agent Filipe, which provides answers based on interactions extracted from movie

score(cn ) =

K
X

wk Mk (C, Tn , An , u),

(1)

k=1

where wk is the weight associated with criterion Mk . Then,
given the interaction
c∗ = argmax score(cn ),
cn ∈C
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SSS outputs the answer associated with c∗ as the reply to
the user input u [8].
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3.

SEQUENTIAL LEARNING APPLIED TO
SAY SOMETHING SMART

the percentage of iterations in which SSS was able to choose
the candidate answer that matched the input reference answer. In the second phase, we compared the performance of
the weights learnt using the configuration chosen in the first
phase against the ones reported as best by Magarreiro et
al [8]. We had SSS learning using that combination over an
input set composed of the 6 training input subsets, shuffled.
At each 500 iterations, we “froze” the weights obtained and
run SSS with them to assess their performance: we used
a (different) subset of CMD, containing 2000 interactions,
as both the input and the source of subtitles, and then we
computed the accuracy, similarly to the first phase. Finally,
we compared the evolution of the accuracy achieved by the
weights learnt at each point against the accuracy achieved
by the weights reported by Magarreiro et al [8].
We present the evolution of the accuracy obtained with
the weights learnt at each 500 iterations in Figure 1 (blue
line). Each diamond-shaped point represents the accuracy
obtained by the set of weights learned at a given iteration.
In the first 500 iterations, both the learnt weights and the
ones from Magarreiro et al [8] are tied with an accuracy of
87.15%, and from then on, the learnt weights improve the
system’s accuracy to 95.2% and stabilize.

The performance of SSS depends critically on two factors, namely (i) the ability of criteria M1 , . . . , MK to identify
plausible interactions given a user input; and (ii) a correct
setting of the weights w1 , . . . , wK that balances the contribution of the different criteria in the selection of the best
interaction. As reported in the work of Magarreiro et al [8],
the weights in SSS were “empirically set”. We instead propose that these weights are learnt from feedback provided by
human users, by accommodating this feedback in the process of selecting the weights assigned to each of the criteria
used to assess the quality of different answers.
This imposes two important requirements: (i) the algorithm should learn incrementally from successive feedback,
allowing the performance of the system to immediately incorporate each piece of feedback provided by users; (ii) the
learning algorithm used should be fast at incorporating user
feedback, since user interactions are potentially expensive.
As such, we adopt an online approach, choosing a standard sequential learning algorithm known as Exponentially
Weighted Average Forecaster (EWAF), a generalization of
the Weighted Majority algorithm of Littlestone & Warmuth
[7]. EWAF precisely addresses these requirements: it has
well-established performance guarantees, which include a
bound on how fast it converges [2].
In a first approach to validate the proposed learning approach, we used a reference corpus to simulate the user feedback: a set of pairs (trigger, answer) from Cornell MovieDialogs (CMD) corpus [4], which contains over 80, 000 conversations corresponding to actual movie scenes (something
that is not guaranteed in the case of Subtle interactions).
The learning process proceeds as follows. At each step
t, a “user interaction” u(t) = (Tu(t) , Au(t) ) is selected from
the reference corpus and the trigger Tu(t) is presented to
SSS as being a user request. SSS retrieves a set C(t) =
{c1 (t), . . . , cN (t)} of candidate interactions and each interaction cn (t) ∈ C(t) is scored according to Equation 1. The
interaction c∗ = (T ∗ , A∗ ) with maximum score is computed
according to each criterion Mk . The criteria are evaluated
considering their choices for the best interactions with a
value of “user feedback” rk (t), and the weights w1 , . . . , wK
are updated as a function of rk (t). In other words, we use
the reference corpus as user feedback to “train” SSS.

4.

Figure 1: Comparison between the performance of
the weights reported as best by Magarreiro et al [8]
and the weights learnt by our learning module.

5.

DISCUSSION

The results reported above suggest that learning weights
using an online approach instead of using fixed weights indeed improves the performance of SSS. However, one might
argue that the gain from learning is not significant, as it
stabilized very early. In fact, in this situation the fixed
weights selected by Magarreiro et al [8] were already capable
of achieving ah high accuracy value, which left little room
for improvements, but, taking this experiment to different
settings, it could be the case that the initial weights would
be far from optimal, in which case learning the weights could
attain a more significant improvement.

EVALUATION

To evaluate our contribution, we defined the following research question: Can iteratively learnt weights outperform
the handcrafted weights reported as best by Magarreiro et
al [8]? To address this question, we devised an experiment
comprising two phases. In the first phase, we learn sets of
weights wk using different configurations of the algorithm’s
meta-parameters and assess the performance of those sets
of weights in order to choose a meta-parameter configuration. To obtain the sets of weights, we performed 6 runs
per combination of meta-parameters, each using a different
subset of CMD as input (each subset has 1000 interactions).
Then, we evaluated the performance of the different sets of
weights by running SSS using a subset of CMD, containing 2000 interactions, as both the input and the source of
subtitles (instead of using Subtle).
For each set, we computed the accuracy of the system, i.e.,
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